
The FEI is the world governing body 
of equestrian sport. It exists to 
ensure that events are conducted in 
a fair, consistent and structured way 
across the globe and that the 
welfare of the athletes is upheld. 
Holding several hours of video 

archives of the numerous events 
taking place worldwide, the FEI was 
looking for a partner who would be 
able to digitise their content, manage 
their legacy and upcoming assets 
and facilitate their distribution among 
members.

BCE was selected by the Fédération Equestre Internationale (FEI) for the ingest, management and 
distribution of their archives.

BCE's PaaS (Platform as a Service) is build around three layers:
    
     The ingest platform to ensure the digitisation of the remaining archives as well as new footage.

     The Media asset management system, including the MediArchive Director (EVS) which manages the 
content, generates optimal metadata as well as user info,ensures media transcoding and delivery.

     The distribution platform using BCE’s file based delivery system, "Movie2Me" to exchange files with 
the FEI and distribute them worldwide.

Case study
        Digitisation and Live Broadcast over IP for the FEIIn a nutshell...
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“This project follows the strategy of our company by ensuring the perfect digitisation 
of their archives and at the same time enhancing content exchange thanks to a solid 
platform,” comments Frederic Fievez, Projects Development Manager at BCE..lu



HIGHLIGHTSDIGITAL LIBRARY

Digitisation and distribution Live broadcast over IP

The FEI archives are sent to BCE and handled with the utmost care.
The archives are stored in a secured site with 24x7 security.
Upon reception, BCE’s engineers organise the archives and sched-
ule the digitisation process.

INGEST

BCE digitisation site is located on the outskirt of the city of 
Luxembourg City. Connected via dark fibre to BCE headquarters, 
the platform digitises FEI content thanks to an in-house software  
“Au2Ingest” and two LMS. The content is then directly available 
online and nearline.

The Media Manager at BCE manages FEI content through EVS 
MediArchive Director.  It stores the asset metadata and the user 
information, controls the QC and the transcoding tasks and man-
ages the distribution to FEI Partners through BCE’s file delivery 
system “Movie2Me”.

QUALITY CHECK TRANSCODING

FEI content is stored on EVS 
online storage (200 hours) 
and on BCE’s nearline 
library located in RTL City 
centralised datacentre.

IMG London creates stun-
ning highlights and sends it 
to BCE via “Movie2Me”.

The content is made avail-
able for FEI and its partners 
worldwide. 
Content can be reviewed 
online and received via 
“Movie2Me”.

MOVIE2ME >>

<< MOVIE2ME

Numerous events are covered by the FEI. In order to make these 
productions available worldwide,  FEI asked BCE to ensure the live 
broadcast of their content to the USA.

TELEPORT

DATACENTRE

TRANSCODING

The live productions are sent via satellite.

The live content is received at BCE’s teleport in Luxembourg and 
immediately sent to our BCE’s headquarters via dark fibre.

Once arrived in our datacentre, the live video signal is transcoded 
to a full HD IP stream and streamed directly to FEI’s partner in New 
York.

The IP stream is then distributed among the partner’s network.


